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man, and an old captain of the Royal Navy, had thirty
years* experience at sea, and every man on his staff is a
practical seaman. Here every nook and cranny is charged
with the wonder of ocean life. Deep-voiced bells proclaim
the time of day; bugle-tones ring out the names of lads
and issue forth commands; a superbly trained boys' band
makes the air to tingle with martial strains; ropes, boats,
life-belts and anchors are all prominent; while naval
uniform, \vorn always by officers and boys, completes the
impression of life at sea.
But try to enter into the details of the place, and unless
you be a sailor trained you will find them bewildcringly
complex. The school itself has been so recast as to present
the illusion of a huge ship with decks and quarter-decks,
bow and stern, bridge and helm; while, as for the crew's
activities, they seem legion. Roused from slumber by the
sound of bugles, while yet the lark proclaims the dawn of
day, these Jack Tars have completed morning ablutions
and devoured breakfast ere most of us are awake. Then,
before the duties of class and drill commence, governor,
officers and crew assemble in the Great Hall for prayers;
and there, led by the Chaplain, a Cambridge graduate, two
stirring hymns are sung, a brief Scripture lesson is read,
and a seven-minute Bible talk is given. Devotions over, like
a flash the lads betake themselves to their respective
quarters for school or drill. And now, as you wander from
deck to deck and cabin to cabin, admiration deepens. Push
into this room and you find a class exploring the mysteries
of algebra or geometry; in that they are pursuing arithmetic
or draftsmanship; in a third they are engrossed in history
or geography; in another they are battling with grammar
or composition. "Ordinary school routine," you say. Perhaps.
Though even in the classroom the Barnardo Spirit is active.
But go now to the gymnasium, and as you see the lads
performing on swing and bar, rope and ladder, track and
mat; as you note their brawny arms, sun-burned faces,

